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Dear Editor BMC Cardiovascular Disorders,

Please find attached our revised study protocol entitled “Modular prevention of heart disease following acute coronary syndrome (ACS) [ISRCTN42984084]”. Point-by-point changes made are listed below.

1. Affiliations written in full as requested.
2. Acknowledgements section moved to before reference list.
3. Competing interests statement added as requested and moved to before authors contribution section.
4. Section headings and manuscript sub-headings changed to sentence case as requested.
5. Abstract subheadings changed to Background, Methods/Design and Discussion as requested in the manuscript and submissions page.
7. All section subheadings changed to sentence case as requested.
8. Header removed from manuscript.
9. Manuscript sections renamed and moved to requested order.
10. All authors for all references added to manuscript such that the term et al is not required.
11. There are no additional files.

Thank you for your feedback.

Sincerely,

Julie Redfern (on behalf of authors)